Show off your completed artwork on social media with the hashtag #BERKELEYCENTER.

Follow us on @BERKELEYATYALE to see everyone’s crafty handiwork!
Instructions

1. What you need:
- Scissors or cutter
- Craft glue
- Folding bone or thick needle
- Ruler

2. Print
Print the pattern on US-letter. We recommend to use 160gsm-200gsm paper weight.

4. Score & Cut
Using a folding bone or a thick sewing needle and a ruler, score along the folding lines so you can easily fold the pieces. Cut the pattern pieces along the outer edge.

4. Fold
Fold along the creases either bringing the two edges away from you (Mountain Fold) for the plain dashed line or fold towards you (Valley Fold) for the dot/dashed line folds.

5. Glue
Glue each building block of the model separately. Apply the glue on the glue flaps as shown in the illustration.

6. Assembly
Put all the individual pieces together. Refer to the small labels that indicate which piece goes where and assemble the model in the correct order.
Order of assembly

1. Wall assembly
2. Ceiling attachment
3. Roof installation
4. Chimney placement
5. Roof bottom attachment
6. Glue flap folding 1
7. Glue flap folding 2
8. Glue flap folding 3
9. Railing addition
10. Windows installation
11. Final assembly 1
12. Final assembly 2
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